
 

The Change Up Movie is an upcoming romantic comedy film that was released on October 6, 2015. The movie has received mixed reviews, with some considering it to be one of the funniest films of the year. This movie contains quite possibly one of the best-ever rom-com endings ever filmed. John (Rob Corddry) and Angie (Anna Kendrick) are great together; they make for a fantastic couple and
can't wait to share their life with each other. However, they may not live happily ever after like they expected to at the end of this whirlwind romance because fate had different plans in store for them... or did it? The Change Up Movie is set to be released on October 6, 2015.  
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John (Rob Corddry), Angie (Anna Kendrick) and they are brilliant together; they make for a fantastic couple and can't wait to share their life with each other. However, they may not live happily ever after like they expected to at the end of this whirlwind romance because fate had different plans in store for them... or did it? John (Rob Corddry) and Angie (Anna Kendrick) are great together; they
make for a fantastic couple and can't wait to share their life with each other. However, they may not live happily ever after like they expected to at the end of this whirlwind romance because fate had different plans in store for them... or did it? The Change Up Movie soundtrack listing:
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  Release - The film opens up on October 6, 2015. The Change-Up is a 2011 American comedy film directed by David Dobkin and written by Jason Filardi. It stars Ryan Reynolds, Jason Bateman and Leslie Mann. The film centers on a man (Bateman) whose body is magically swapped with his wife's (Mann). It was released in the United States and Canada on August 5, 2011.

The Change-Up is a 2011 American comedy film directed by David Dobkin and written by Jason Filardi. It stars Ryan Reynolds, Jason Bateman and Leslie Mann. The film centers on a man (Bateman) whose body is magically swapped with his wife's (Mann). It was released in the United States and Canada on August 5, 2011.

  There have been positive reviews for this movie from many sources since its release in 2011. It has a rating of 70% on Rotten Tomatoes, while it has a score of 62 out of 100 on Metacritic.com. The movie received a Golden Tomato Award from the website Rotten Tomatoes for best comedy film released in 2011. 
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